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ROAN.

Under the roadside chestnut branches,
Where the midges dance and wood-bees
drone,
Switching the flies from his flanks and
haunches,
Stands the old stage horse, poor old Roan.
Broken and blown,
Worn to the bone,
Turned out to nibble and starve alone.
Ten years ago he had a master
Who petted, caressed, and fed him well:
Few on the road were gavvr or ! aster
Than thoroughbred Roan, whose story I
tell:
But one day he fell
In Stony Brook dell,
Ah, then his master wanted to sell.
Proud as a Hotspur, his young master
Swore, when the roan limped home from
Ans fail,
Never would he drive a horse with a spavin,
Nor let him stand in the Morgan stall:
Be price great or small,
Nag, spavin an 1 all,
Should go at t»ie highest bidder’s call.
John, the furious driver, bought him
To mate with a worthless, knock-kneed
hack,
I
And the first lessons this new owner taught
n
him
Were the lash, hard, and an empty sack.
’Twas crack, crack, crack 1
Big load, heavy track,
Fifteen miles every day, fifteen and back.
Year after year, m all kinds of weather,
Pulling the red coach over the road:
Driven at full speed many hours together,
Worried and hurried with oath and goad:
If it rained or snowed,
Heavier the load,
And always, “G’lang there, you lazy old
toad.”
Ten years of hard fare, foaming and freezing.
Ten years of toil in sun, snow and rain,
Wind-galled,knee-sprung,lame,and wheezing,
And the old fellow’s free as a colt again.
Yes, free from his pain
Of spavin and strain,
Thank God, he is free from spavin and
strain.
4
So, ’neath the roa ride chestnut branches,
Whvm ;h. mi'VCVC <Ur>ce »nd wro<Vb®e»
drone,
No moiu switching of flies from his haunches,
Lies the old stage horse, poor old Roan.
Broken and blown.
Worn to the bone,
Then turned out to nibble and die alone.
Our Dumb Animals.

CHAMPLAIN VALLEY FARM.
Plattsburgh, N. Y.—There is no industry
in the United States that has taken such rapid
strides forward as that of breeding of trotting
horses. The advancement has not been mere
ly in speed and low records, but has been in
every direction. Nothing in the business has
advanced more rapidly than the requirements
of critical breeders. A horse or mare to come
up to the highest standard of excellence must
have breeding and individual excellence. The
latter, embraces size,ccolor, shape, beaut},
soundness, purity of gait, level head and
game race horse qualities. A sire that ten
years ago filled the requirements of breeders
would not be “in it” today. The first and
greatest requirement in any horse destined to
become a stock horse is breeding. Nvthing
is so important as the blood lines. A horse
may, like Smuggler, be fast, and fill every
requirement of the ideal stock horse except
that ol blood, in which case he. must prove
a failure. Family inheritance are of the first
and greatest importance. While these are
only one of the elements of a great sire, they
are by all odds the greatest. The time is past
for colts or horses to be made great. They
must be born so or it will never be forced upon
them. The question of which is the greatest
family is not one of. sentiment or of prejudice,
but one of record. ’ Whatever family has ac
complished the greatest results is the greatestfamily.
Few man in their initial efforts of founding
a trotting stud have made more judicious se
lections than the proprietor of the Champlain
Valley Stud of Plattsburg, N. Y. He has
three stallions and they represent the ultra
fashionable blood of the day. One is the
above highly bred son of the great Belmont
64, Belmont Forrest 4662. He is a bright bay
with black points, stands 15-2, and is one of
the most finished sons of his sire, flis high
finish is no doubt partly due from his breeding
on the side of his dam. Belmont 64 is con
sidered to be one of the greatest sires, and m
Belmont Forrest 4G62, we find one of his best
bred sons.
It would seem to be credit enough to most
any stallion to be a son of such a sire as Bel
mont 64, but when in addition a stallion has
equally great breeding on the side of’his dam,
what may we expect only that with fairly
good opportunities he must prove himself a
great sire of speed in his sons and daughters.
The first dam, Sue Dudley, of Belmpnc For
rest has two in the 2.30 list, (one a full brother
of Belmont Forrest). She has two sons that
are sires of 2.30 speed and she a daughter of
Edwin Forrest 49. Until within a few years
the blood of Edwin Forrest has been neglected
by many breeders, and in this respect has
passed through the same as all really great
families of trotting horses. Hambletonian 10

was called an Old Bull; Electioneer, was ne
glected and spoken against, yet he has more
in the 2.30 list than any horse living or dead;
100 with records from 2 08% to 2.30. Georgo
Wilkes was “Simmons’ Kanuck Pony.” But
real merit must assert itself, and as others
soon gained recognition by performance so the
blood pt' Edwin Forrest comes to the front and
no horse is represented in more performers the
year that is past having extreme speed. That
this is true let Nancy Hanks 2.09, Pat Down
ing 2.13, Lockhart 2.14%, Pennant 2.15, and
Charleston 2.1o witness. His second dam,
Madam Dudley, is the dam of five daughters
that in turn are the dams of 2.30 speed, four
of them in the great brood mare list, and all
of her daughters by different sires No other
brood mare ever did this.
With such an in
heritance Belmont Forrest stands today as one
of the best bred and most promising young
sons of a great sue with a producing dam by
a horse coming rapidly to the front as one
whose-blood lines appears in many of our
fastest and gamest race horses on the turf at
the present day. That he must, with any
chance, prove a sire of great value and merit
is beyond a doubt, and as in the case above
mentioned it may take sometime to prove his
worth, yet it is as sure as in the
case of George Wilkes, Electioneer or
Hambletonian
10,
provided
he has
the same opportunities. Three of Bel
mont Forrest’s get can enter the charmed cir
cle at any time they are asked to do so. Two
three-year-olds and one four-year-old. His
get are uniform is size and color, no blacks or
chestnuts, and but three grays among all his
get to my knowledge, and not one pacer m
the whole lot. Fere is a horse that would be
an ornament to any stud in the land,and who
ever secures him at the sale on May 5th next,
will own a prize. No breeding establishmei-i
at the present day would seem to be complete
without a representative of the Wilkes family,
and here we fipd a e mildly ^>red urn tn
Motive, 2677, Jy (iiiwar«l, 141 < first
Milan by Cuyler 100; second dam by irmis
Brignoli, son of Bi gnoli 2.29 3-1; he by
Mambrino Chief 11, &c. Motive is a bright,
bay, star, left hind ankle white, 15.1, good
disposition and beautifully gaited; has been
constantly in the stud and never been trained,
yet he shows better than a 2.40 gait.
A filly, the get of Motive won the largest
stake ever trotted for in this county, last #fall
and there are a number of others that can beat
2.30 this season if given an opportunity. The
capacity to breed on is the true standard by
which to judge the merit of a sire as George
Wilkes outranks all othes sons of Hambleto"
nian 10 in this respect, having no lets than 75
producing sons, so Onward outranks all other
sons of George Wilkes, and the past year has
added largely to his reputation in this respect
as he now has 16 sons that have produced 2.30
performers.
Last of the three stallions, but not least, is
the bay stallion Parthenon 3495, by Aberdeen
27, first dam Maggie Dunn by Bourbop Chief
883, second dam by Gills’ Vermont 104, third
dam by the great four mile race horse, Grey
Eagle. Parthenon is a rich bay, small star,
both hind feet white to the ankles,stands 15-3,
good mane and tail, clea i head and neck,cap
ital shoulders, back and loins first class, the
best of legs and feet. Intact, he is as his
breeding indicates, a magnificent type of the
Hambletonian, American Star and Mambrino
Chief families.
To give a description of each animal in this
breeding establishment would take up too
much time and space, it is enough to say that
the high standard of the stallions here briefly
described, is fully maintained in the • brood
mares, colts and fillies and will all be sold on
May 5th, next, at auction as you will notice
by
the
advertisement in this issue.
Here is an opportunity rarely met with to ob
tain such richly bred stock at public sale, Ifc
differs from most sales where they are culling
out their stock. On account of other business
and poor health, this is a closing out sale of
the entire stock without reserve and anyene
wishing can obtain a catalogue by addressing
the proprietor, G. F. Hutchinson, Plattsburgh
Clinton County, N. Y.

LOCAL HORSE SALES
Bishop, the New York horseman, has been
in town today, as well as a party of Massachu
setts horsemen, looking over some local
stock.
The Massachusetts man purchased , a fine
bay gilding, 15-3 high, and weighing 1100
pounds, from Mr. George Brooks, the hard
ware man. The horse is speedy and the price
was a large one. Other sales were repotted.
Landlord J. W. Withee, ot Hotel Atwood,
Lewiston, sold and shipped Tuesday a fine
pair of horses to W. H. Brown, Peabody,
Mass., fora good price. They were seal
brown, stood 15% nands, and weighed 1025
pounds eaeh.
16—Reason?
magic.

Beecham’s Pills act like

ANDROSCOGGIN HORSE BREEDERS | to Wm. Williams of the same place, who we say for him! How revise the rules tp bar
showed him at the Oneida gCounty Fair m this little fellow out of the standard list!
MEETING DECLARED OFF.
Ata meeting of the directors of the Andro
scoggin Horse Breeders and Driving Associa
tion called several weeks ago, it was very evi
dent to them that something of more than
usual interest must be brought to bear to
again set the Association on good footing, as,
starting several years ago wi;h upwards of
eleven hundred dollars, the Assocation had
given some fine races, all being trotted on
t heir merits, with the attendance being light
and running against bad weather, until now
they find themselves reduced in capital to
about three hundred dollars.
These being the facts, they were unanimous
in their opinion that something must be done
at once.
After due consideration, the
directors instructed Secretary Twombly
to invite B. F. and F. H. Briggs to
show Messenger Wilkes, Warrener, etc.; also
Mr. C. P. Drake to show Bayard Wilkes,
Glenarm, etc.; also Mr. Hutchins to show
the Seer; also Mr. Cushman to show Calcalli.
And at the same meeting they were unani
mous that a committee of two be instructed to
visit Mr. C. H. Nelson, in regard to showing
the horse Nelson, well knowing that he could
not trot under National Association rules, but
thinking that he was ©legible to the American
Association rules, which were good enough
once for even the% Aneroscoggin Breeders’
and Driving Association to trot under.
Messrs, Twombly and Foss visited Mr. Nel
son with this in view a few weeks ago, and
found that Mr.Nelson was willing to consider
the invitation, he saying that he was willing
to do anything he could to help us, and it was
possible for him to show Nelson, record 2.10,
and to trot one horse in each class under
American Rules.
On returning home and consulting the
president, Mr. C. L. Cushm n, he thought it
to •
VwJ traek and
the roaa clear
fs,
N, son. A"hnv days after our meetnr.; 'he,Maine State Fair trustees met at the
Ex hange Hotel in Lewiston. It was brought
up and voted to let the Androscoggin Horse
Breeders and Driving Association have the
traca for the sum ol
two hundred
dollars for two days’ meeting.
We told them
that we wanted to trot Nelson If we could get
him. They said that in that ct.se they would
want protection, supposing that they had not
joined any association when we went to see
Mr. Nelson, knowing that it is not customery
generally to do so until a week before the
State Fair meets, but on seeing some of the
trustees they thought they had already joined
but were not sure. But later on consulting
with the secretary we found that they had
joined the National Association a few weeks
ago. This being the case, it barred out Nel
son from being shown on a National Track.
These being the facts, and with our usual
bad luck, and with only three hundred dol
lars m the Treasury and an outset of two hun
dred dollars staring us in the face from the
start, for the use’of the track for a two days
meeting, and with no unusual attraction to
draw, well knowing that Mossenger Wilkes,
Bayard Wilkes, the Seer, Calcalli and
others aro in the stud, for which reason they
could not be shown to any extent, it was un
animously voted to call a meeting of the mem
bers to advise with them, it being the voice ot
the directors that under the circumstances
they pospone th^ir annual race until another
year. The meeting of members will be called
in a lew days for such purpose.

WASHTENAW CHIEF.
.Living in Oneida county, where Washtenaw
Chief was fa id to have got a record better
than 2.30 I am called upon very often to give
the pedigree Of that horse, so I will give a
short sketch ol the two horses that were
named Washtenaw Chief. The information
about the first horse of that name I got from
people who knew him well. 1 never saw him,
but the pedigree I got irom an old poster put
out by Wm. Robinson, of Clinton, N. Y,
dated 1868. The first thing I find is, that in
1853 8. T. Turner kept a stallion called Black
Hawk tor t hce m Oneida and Herkimer
counties. The horse is described as a small
black horse, sired by Hill’s Vermont Black
Hawk, dam a descendant of Imported
Messenger, out of a Highflyer mare. Of
course, at the present day, this pedigree on
the dam’s side amounts to nothing, but back
in the forties, when the horse was raised, it
was no doubt thought good enough. Tnis
horse was kept m this vicinity but one or two
years, and I never heard that he ever trotted
any races in New York State. He was taken
from here to Ypsilanti, Washtenaw county,
Michigan, where he was named Washteilaw
Chief. He trotted many iaaes in the Western
states and California, getting a record.
I am unable to tell when or where this horse
died, and the only place I find that he stood in
Oneida county was at South Trenton, where
lived Mr. Isaac Hughes, who bred to him a
large gray mare. The produce was a brown
colt, no white but a star. This colt was sold

4857, taking a premium under the name of
Black Hawk. The gray mare, dam of this
colt, was sired, by Splendor of Oneida, who
was sired by Black River Messenger, a son of
Imported Messenger, dam a Patriot mare.
Wm. Williams moved to a more southern part
of the county, near Waterville, where the
horse was put in training. In his first race he
beat the then quite noted trotter Quaker, m
three straight heats, time 2.41, 2.39, 2.38. He
made so good a race that Mr. Robinson, of
Clinton, N. Y., bought him, paying
$1,700 for him. He was
trotted this
race under the name of Washtenaw
Chief, as his sire was making for himself at
this time quite a name in the West as a trot
ter. Mr. Robinson trotted him in many races,
but never more than two or three outside of
Oneida countv. and those were in adjoining
counties. In tn .■» old poster, dated 1868, Mr.
Robinson claim* that his horse’s record was
2 33, got at the Oneida County Fair at Utica
in 1866, m a stallion race; he got his record
the laf>t heat. He trotted the same season at
Trenton, beating Toronto Chief in straight
heats, time 2.34, 2.35, 2.34. As this was where
the horse was raised, Mr. Robinson allowed
him to give an exhibition the first half mile
in. first heat., which was trotted m 1.13. He
could have trotted, no doubt, at that time in
2.24 or 2.25 on a mile track.
Soon after he
became a little wrong in bis wind so that he
was unable to trot a lull mile at his best
speed. Chester, I think, gives his record as
2 29, but this is a mistake. I saw the race he
refers to and know it is wrong.
Mr. Robin
son told me a short time before his death that
2.33 was hit best record, “but,” he added, “I
could have given him a record of 2.25.” I can
not give date of bis death, but it was about
1868 or 1870. He was shown in the afternoon
at a fair and died before morning, j
This horse was full 16 hand* viigh; weighed,
in stdd condition,
pounds, and when
fitted down finest never weighed less than
1,100 pounds. He had any amount of speed—
could score with any 2 20 horse with a driver
(his owner) weighing 200 pounds, and sulky
70 pounds. He sired some colts that could
trot fast, but none ever got into the 2.30 list,
I think.
L. M. Jones.
Lairdsville, N. Y,

CORNISH,

-------

ME.

% Cornish. Me., April 24.—Near the bank of
the Saco river and only a few rods irom the
Cornish station, on the Tine of mountain
division of the Maine Central railroad, stands
the stable of Fred T. Flint, and here 4 may be
found a small but choice collection of horse
stock, at the head of which s£aMdFVhoFali<^
No. 14516, and in this horse is combined some
of the boat blood in tne county, his sire.
Chimes, being by Electioneer, and out of
Beautiful Bells 2.29%, dam of one yearling,
one two-year-old, three three-year-olds, and a
four-year-old in gthe 2.30 list; second dam,
Minnehaha, with five in the list. The dam of
Choralist is Brilliant, daughter of Almont Jr.,
1829, record of 2.26, by the Great Almont;
second dam Topsy, by Strathmore 408, son of
Hambletonian 10; third dam by Albion, sire
of Vanity Fair 2.24; fourth dam Ned, dam of
five m the list.
It is unnecessary for me to comment on the
above breeding as it speaks for itself. The
individual is a good looking bay horse, nearly
16 hands, and weighs 1135 lbs; foaled m 1888.
This horse is undeveloped, but will undoubt
edly be developed later. It has been owned
until very recently by James Edgecomb of
Hiram and Flint Bros, of Cornish, but is now
owned by Flint Bros., and will stand at their
stable near Cornish depot the balance of the
season.
Wanitar foaled in 1888, is a dark bay
mare 15% hands, and weighs 1100 pounds, by
Orville 3317, son of Redwood, dam by Gen.
Lightfoot, son of Gen. Knox, 2d dam by
Brown Harry; 3d dam by the Merrow Horse.
This is a fine mare and should be valuable for
either track, road or breeding purposes.
The bay filly, Cute,is well named; foaled in
1891 and sired by Westland, dam Lady Pres
cott. This is a nice looking bay filly and by
her breeding should be valuable for breeding,
and her gait and action warrants the belief
that she will prove to be speedy.
Lad O’Fhnttown 14219, foaled in 1890, is a
good looking chestnnt colt by Orville, dam
Flirt, by Pickpocket, sire of three in 2.30 list;
second dam by Brown Harry,^Btc. This horse
is in fine form,.and like all the stock seen here
is a credit to breeder and owner.
Last, but by no means least, we come to a
large pen containing the brood mare Lucy
Prescott, with her colt by Choralist, already
described. This mare is by Prescott, son of
Harold and Primrose; dam Bess Lightfoot,
by General Lightfoot; second dam by Brown
Harry ; third dam by the Merrow horse 848,
and is a pacer of considerable speed but un
developed. With her breeding and good in
dividual qualities, we may expect her to prove
a good brood mare But her colt, what can’t

Look at the list of brood mares that figure in
this little fellow’s’ pedigree—Green Mountain
Maid, Ned, Beautiful Beks. Minnehaha,
Primrose, and Black Rose, besides several
others of prominence. Add to the list the
names of such sires as Electioneer, Harold
and Almont, and we have a combination that,
if breeding counts for anything, should guar
antee a stock horse, at maturity, equal to the
best.
The Flint Brothers have a half mile track
on the farm close by the stable above men
tioned. The soil is not heavy, and the track,
while it is not fast, is just suited to preparatory
work and exercising. They have built a foun
dation for a good breeding venture, and with
their general business qualities and the knowl
edge of breeding acquired by both study and
practice, they should prove successful.
Yours, etc.,
T. D. E.

THE

NEW

KITE

TRACK.

Old Orchard, April 21—Thinking per
haps a few facts m regard to the kite shaped
track now under process of construction at
this place might be of interest to the readers
of your valuahle paper, I have concluded to
give you a few for publication if you deem
worthy.
Sometime last winter nearly all the papers
in the State (besides many outside the State)
were agitating the question of a mile track
in Maine, that our breeders might thus have
better facilities for developiug the speed,especlally of our youngsters, that they might the
better compete.with California, Indiana and
our other sister States, and amongst other lo
calities, our little town put m her claim of
superiority in regard to location for the fol
lowing reasons, viz: that we have a pci
Uy
.level spongy loam from th
where we can control a body ol
water
just as we! please, from the top of the track
to three feet below the surface, ail around the
track by flood gates; we also claim the very
best material of which to consti uct the fastest
track on earth, that can be found in the
United States. Now I am well aware that my
last statement mustse em very broad to your
readers, to say the least, but to verify the
truth of it, we are more than willing, even
anxious, for those who should be and are the
best judges, from all ^sections to come here
and inspect it at any time, and abide by their
decision, to be put before the public in all the
papers in the land.
We also have on the west side of the track,
plenty of standing room for people and teams
at an elevation of te^ feet above the surface of
tjietiaLck.
ibi4 is entirely unobstructed
by nirihXir shmb, for the entire length of the
track, (jur grand stand, now under contract,
will alsofoccupy this elevation,and will, when
finished, accomodate six thousand people;
three thousand chairs and three thousand
seats. Our stables are to contain one hundred
close stalls, ten by fifteen feet. We now have
one hundred and thirty men engaged every
day on the track grading, which we hope to
finish one week? from next Saturday, as we
have one third now already finished, and the
entire length commenced.
Our management will give their opening
races July 4, 5, 6, and 7, at which time ten
thousand five hundred dollars in purses, will
be hung out, andm September a ten thousand
dollar stallion race will be given, an'd an ad
ditional thousand to any stallion breaking the
world’s record. With these purses and the
class of horses they will bring, and the im
mense summer population here, we are al
most sure of good races and financial success.
Again I will invite all those who are inter
ested in a very fast track, to come here and
inspect this, even while under process of con
struction, and see if they are not of the same
opinion, and even more enthusiastic than I
am.
John F. Haines, the well known|horseman
of this place, is superintendent of the build
ing of the track, with Joseph Chase of Dover,
Me., and myself as assistants. More anon.
Very respectfully yours,
W.A. Whittier.
One day last spring Frank Stanley of Dix
field, then owner of the bay gelding Stanley,
2.25% m 1891; was in our office.
He had
come down to see the horse work. We asked
him what he had decided to call the horse.and
he said he had thought of Frank S. We . told
him we wouldn’t call him that as there were
already manv Franks, all the way from Frank
A to Frank Z “What would you name him ?”
he asked. We replied, “Call him Stanley.
There is no Stanley in the 2 30 list. So he
was christened Stanley, and made a record
of 2.25% under that [name in 1891, and was
one of three by the same name to come into
the list the same season.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

A. T. Maxim of South Paris, shipped
twelve good horses
recently, eight of
them going to New Jersey and four to Con
necticut. Charles Fogg went with tie lot
to N. J. Among this lot were three beauti*
ful standard mares bough' of E iwin Emery
of West Poland, o .e of them by Messen
ger Wilkes, one by Hebron and one by
Bed wood.
There were also Off-i, record
2.35, bought of C. H. Dwinal of Mechanic
Falls, and a two-year-old stallion colt bred
by A. H. Williamson ot Norway, and sired
by Messenger Wilkes, dam VV illiamson’s
fast mare, Jenny Jr., bv Daniel Bootie.
Another was a big bay gelding bought of II.
L. Horne that has developed a 2.40 gait the
past winter. Among the lot that went to
Connecticut was the sorrel mare Daisy
Dean, by Robinson D., 2.23 3-4. This
mare stands 15-3, is >ery gamey looking
and quite speedy.

The blood of Pilot Jr , has a great in.
fluence in helping to form the American
trotting horse, and although he himself is
dead and the last of his produce will be
dead in aj few years his blood coming
through his descendants in the second and
third generations will be valued as highly
as ever. The characti dsties of the family
were a great amount oi nerre-force, quick,
trappy, trotting action, coupled with iron
constitutions whioh ma ie it admirably
adapted to cross on ramilies that were de
ficient in those qualities although no one
particular family can be picked out as one
with which its blood blended more success
fully than others, for iu nearly all cases
where Pilot Jr., blood was m xed with that
of other families the result v aB something
in the way of speed equaled, if it did not
surpass, anything previously produced by
those families. Harold’s fasted performer
was out of a daughter by Pilot Jr.; Dicta
tor’s fastest performer was from a daughter
of Pilot, Jr.; a daughter of Pilot Jr. pro
duced the fastest of the Champion family ;
the fastest entire son and the greatest pro
ducing son of Mim?rino Pil >t were out of
aPiiot, Jr. mare; Belmont’s greatest son
is out of a Pilot Jr. mare. Happy Medium’s
greatest son is out of a Pilot Jr. mare, and
these instances could be multiplied were it
necessary. The trotting horse may con
tinue to be bred for hundreds of years, but
the name of Pilot Jr. will occupy a prom
inent place^in its4history_linked withjthose
of "Ma m brinolChie f ~and other foundation
sires.

of Almont Jr. 1764, and Hermes,
Edwin Forrest was sired, it is
Bay Kentucky Hunter, out of a
Highlander mare, and, traces
Sir Archy and imp. Messenger.

2 27 1 2
said, by
Watkins’
back to

John P. Gibbs, formerly of Bang >r,Me.,
and a well known Maine driver, iu times
past, is located atFleetwird Park, N. Y .
where l.e is very popular and where he ha8
a string of sixteen horses in training at
present.

Of the 12 trotters with records letter
than 2.12, Nancy Hanks, 2.09, is the only
or.e not out of a great brood-mare.—
change
*
And yet some people believe that any
mare that produces a performer of Nancy
Hank’s calibre is a great brood mare.—
Ilorse World.
True, but when we Bpeak, in these days,
of a great brood mare, we mean one whose
name appears in the Great Brood Mare list.
Emerson Ames of Dixfield, the well
known driver, is the owner of a chestnut
colt by Griffin 2.30. He was foaled in 189‘>.
tnd Mr. Ames calls him Moonstone. His
dain was by Daniel Boone, 2nd dam Dy
Chanapion^Black Hawk, 3rd dam by Rising
Sun. It is said that he can show a 2 50
gait easily.
W. W. Rose of Canton is driving his
bay colt, with scar in furehi ad, and two
white ankles behind. He was foaled in
1890 and stands no* 15 hands high. He
was got by The Seer 2.19 1-2, Cam by Dan
iel Boone. Hi- name is Ilex
He ha*< no
gait at present, but lots of nerve and pluck,
and when he comes to be balanced, it is
dollars to doughnuts that he will go some.

If any class of men are clearly entitled
to have the pleasure and comforts derived
from using the oest horses to be found it
certainly is the farmers. They breed them,
they raise them and they should have tie
pick and choice when it comes to selecting
what they need for their own use.
But a
little money will often tempt the farmer to
allow the buyer to have the choice of the
stock. For a tew extra dollars a horse
worth two or three times as much money as
others whi ch are kept is allowed to be taken
away from the very place where he can be
of most value. The average life of wellcared-for farm horses h perhaps 18 or 20
years. This would make the average time
of actual service for each animal from 15
to 18 years. The difference between the
value of a good horse compared with that
of a poor one inklollars and cents amounts
to a cooniderab* sum. . Multiply thi-i'Jby
the number of years that you can r asunably hope to use a horse and you will find
wherein it pays to keep the best. Besides
all this the satisfaction in being able to own
and use good horses is no small considera
tion. There is something stimulating about
drawing the reins over horses of value and
pride and vigor.

The feet of the colt need a great deal of
attention during the winter. When he is
running in the yard or standing in a loose
box on a pile of manure there is nothing to
wear down his hoofs as they grow out. It
is necessary, therefore, to trim them down
to tae proper shape with the knife and rasp.
Some noofs will be found to have grown
out at the toe, and others at the heel. Both
are bad and often result iu spavins, wind
galls, contracted feet, curbs or ring bone.
Many young horses have unsound feet and
BANGOR, ME., AND VICINITY.
limbs, and their owners think the unsound
ness hereditary, while it really came from Editor Turf Farm and Home :
Dr. C. F. Small of Lincoln recently pur
neglect.
chased of Dover parties a very promising
All attempts to evade the law of hered- yearling colt by Judge Advocate, sire of
itf will end in defeat, writes J. H. Wallace Thornburg, 2.213-4; Romulus, 2.24 1-2;
i.i the Horse Review. The condition of Hortense, 2.28 1-4;. dam by Brown Harry,
pirents, mental and paysical, at the time son of Thurston’s Black Hawk; second<1am
of conception, is a matter of far more im by Prince Harry, son of Brown Harry.
portance than is generally conceded. They Judge Advocate’s stock stands high in the
bh .uld be in the highest physical health,and market, as all the young is bought up that
should have exercise enough immediately is for sale. He is a vigorous horse yet, as
before being brought together to fully his nineteen years has not been spent In
arouse all the senses and instincts of their bard track work, but bis atud duties have
nature. In short, if the colt is to run the been heavy, serving on an average nearly
sire and dam should have a slow exercising 100 mares a season.
mi e, finishing at their highest speed; and
M. P. Oakes of Oldtown, has bought the
the colt is to trot, the very same tactics Kennedy farm situated 2 1-2 miles from
should be adopted at that gait. Then, Bangor, consisting of 115 acres, well
when all aroused, and wanting to go more, watered and a nice location. He will have
they are in a position to procreate and pro under his charge a string of horses to bang
duce the best results of which they are ca up and work for the coming campaign; will
pable under the ever-present laws of hered also make a specialty of handling colts.
ity. The teachings of experience seem to This will be the home of Conkling this
show that it is not best to breed to a horse summer. He is owned by Fred Lancaster
nor from a mare when in a high condition of thi< city ; sired by Nelson ; dam by Gen.
of training. There is too much depletion McClellan, son of Old Drew; second dam
and too great a remove from th*, normal to by Winthrop Morrill.
Besides being well
expect the best results.
hred, he is indiviiually a grand horse. Mr.

Bay, a Color.—The question has been
recently discussed at a farmers’ club meet
ing how the name “bay” as the color of a
horse originated.
The dictionary (Web
ster’s) traces it through the French to the
Latin badius, brown. In Zachariah vi, 2,
3, we find “In the first chariot were red
horses; ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ an<i in the fourih
chariot grizzled and bay horses.”
Im tracing the blood lines of some of the
fast trotters of 1891. our attention was atiracted by the frequency with which we
ltd to jot down the name of Edwin For■eat. More] singular still is the fact that
is*Jfar as shown oi ly two of his get ever
rottedjinto the list. We were too young
;o know anything aboutJEdwin Forrest in
lis day,{and even now must confess that
ve know little of his history; but he is
mrely strongly bred in running blood lines.
Nq find upon investigation that Charleston,
1.15; Nancy Hanks, 2.09: Pat Downing,
1.13 1-2; Pennant, 2.15, all trace to Edwin
rorrest. He is the sire of the dams of a
lozen or more 2.30 performers, including
Jo So,| 2.17 1-4,’jDudley, 2.19 8“4’ and
larryJNewel, 2.19 1-4. He sired the dams

Nelson had him in bn string last season,
and at Terre Haute, lad., and he showed
his ability as a race horse to trot three
heats with twenty minutes intermission in .
2.28, 2.27 1-2, and 2 26 1-2.
He has no
public record.
Dr. C. P. Small of Lincoln, has added
another good one to his strin^today. hav
'
ing purchased of A. M. Morrill of New- I
burgh, the four-year-old gray stallion, "
Adam Forepaugh; stands 16-1 hands,
weighs 1085 pounds, sired by Dav I)awn,
(son of Judge Advocate; dam Ch ti-, by
Young Champion, son of Chanjpiou. It
will
be remembered by all horsemen, his
1
‘easy walk over in his two-yenr-old race,
i
jogging
under the wire in 2.48. (f nothing
;
happens
to him all good judcis here pre(
diet
his entrance in th»- etiarm ■ circle this
season.
Price p<’d S600.
<
F. H. Tupper.

r
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In future it will be impossible to have a
a number of horses on tbe track at the same
AUBURN.
time tryii g for records, as was the case
last season. One of the new rules specifies
27,
that no animal shall be permitted to start
is driving a gray stallion bv Daniel Lam against tine pending a heat or trial by
Deposits,
$975,554.83
s. another animal, nor until the result of such
bert, a perfect pattern of the Morgan horse.
Reserve fund,
27,500
Profits,
15,435.99 Mr. Albert Fletcher is driving his hat dsomf
(e heat or trial shall have been duly announced.
F. Under the new rules it will be impossible
pacer by De Long’s Ethan Allen. Mr. T.
Has paid regular semi-annual dividends M. Chapman, trainer, can be seen everj>y to hold meetings simply for time recorls,
since organization.
day exercising several promising colts. 11 nor will the postponed or continued meetb. ing for that purpose be possible.
No per*
paid a visit to the Fair Ground Stables.
Total Assets,
$1,018,490.99
There I saw the bay stallion Clay Franklin,i, formance against time will be accepted if
Interest on Deposits commence 1st
by Ben Franklin. Clay Franklin is ownedd made at a postponed or continued meeting
day of each month.
by Mr. Bissell, and is a very promisingg unless such postponement or continuance
>f is made in accordance with the rules of the
young horse. Mr. Rawson has a stable oi
fine young horses in charge of George National or American Trotting kssociation
Norton. My next visit was to the stable oi to which|)the member belongs. As the
Mr. F. H. Winch. At the head of his studd limit of postponement, under the rules of
NO WESTERN MORTGAGE LOANS.
is the two-year-old stallion Prince Nero, byy these Associations, is the last day of the
MONEY MOSTLY LOANED Nero. His dam is the pacing mare Hono). week in whic.i the meeting occurs, except
lulu,
also owned by Mr. Winch. Princee mthe Jase of an unfinished race, it is quite ;
— IN —
1
Nero is one of the finest two-year-olds I clear that the continued meeting is a
.Androscoggin. County have
i
seen in a long while. He won fourthh thing of the past. The spirit of the rules
- 1money at White River Junction last August. is to make every record against tbe watch
Trustees:
1He is half brother to Maggie H., who as a a genuine speed effort surrounded with all
four-year-old got a record of 2.30 3-4. Shee the safeguards vhich exist when a regular
R. C. Jewett,
B. F. Sturgis,
E. W. Gross, 1is owned by G. Fletcher & F. Winch, Mid* race is in progress. While these rules will
Mr. Winch has a yearling, full1 not please the extremists they will meet
E. T. Gile,
S. P. Miller, dlebury.
(
Dana Goff,
John F. Cobb, 1brother to Prince Nero, and a four-■- the views of the vast majority! of breeders
year-old,
sired by a son of Daniel1 and horsemen.
H. Wesley Hutchins.
!
Last season six Messenger Chief brood
John F. Cobb,
]Lambert out of Honolulu. Next was a finee
, mares put new performers in the 2.80
yearling
by
Gillig,
the
property
of
Mr.
C.
J. Walter Stetson,
President.
3
One thatt list, and two of these mares entered the
Treasurer.
novleod&w
2A. Chapman of Farrisburgh.
pleased me well was a very promising six*» great brood-mare list.
Mr. Warren Kimball of Kennebunk,
yearxold mare, by King, owned by Mr. A.
J. Marshall, Middlebury. Then comes an- is the owner of the bay gelding Cephas,
other by Nero, and a very speedy one. She5 v ho made a four-year-old record of
is owned by Mr. C. E. Winch, Worcester,, 2.25 1x4 last season.f*' Mr. Kimball after
wards purchased the dam of Cephas, a bay
Mass.
Two other good ones must be mentioned;j mare called Molly, by Matchless. He has
one a three-year-old, by Mambrin® Archy,t sent Molly back to Cyril,the sire of Cephas
owned by Mr. George McHugh. Middle- to be bred. Cyril is now owned by L. E
Dury, and the other a two-year-old bv De-. Collins of Woodsville, N. H.
Breeders who cannot afford to buy high
Long’s Ethan, owned by Dr. Smith, same>
priced stock caD console tb-mselves with
place.
My last visit was to Mr. Darwin Rider’si tbe reflection that the dams of many of the
stable, managed by the well known traiuer• fastest horses in the world have been 1 w
and driver, Jerry Parker. Here I saw the! priced mares. Oliver K. was sold^with bis
trotting stallion, Mambrino Archy, record, dam for $150; Jack’s dam sold for $75;
2.24 8-4. He is looking very fine. Mr. McDoel’s for $140; Allerton’s for $200;
Parker next called my attention to a five- Axtell’s dam cost $150, and the list might
year-old mare by Limber Boy. She is a, be continued up in the hundreds.
very fine young mare, having trotted a
The new Year Book would bring more
quarter over ice in 35 seconds. She is Ercrsy q the publishers if they only pubowned by D- Rider and G. Wainwright. I ished the tables of trotters, pacers, and
also saw some very fine eolts by Mambrino brood mares, and an index of the summar
Archy.
Stranger.
ies of the races that are published every
month in the Wallace’s Monthly that is
Mr. James F.Connor has sold his 4-year-old published by the Registei Association.
filly Juno by Harbinger, full sister to Diana, This plan will insure a larger circulation for
to a Massachusetts party for $1000. Juno is a the journal, and at the same time the cost
very speedy mare and when in condition will
of publication of the Year Book will be reget a fast record. I understand she is to bo
duc?''’ over one half.
bred sometime to Alcantara. Mr. 8. H. Frost
The stallion Endymion had been import
sold a two-year-old fillv by Harbinger to
ed
from the United States to Ei gland by
Lowell, Mass., party for $250. It was a very
low price tor so pr mising a colt. She was Mr. Close laft year at the same time as
bought for breeding purpose. She -hows re Handsome Boy and Malta. Tl < se two last
markable speed for her age. Mr J. B. Var- ones have gone to the stock farm of the
num of Palmyra, sold his five-year-old gelding Duke of Marlborough, where they will be
by Harbinger last Monday. The price is not oi ed to quite a number of the American
yet made public. He is a full brother to Sun mares. Mr. Campbell, of London, has
rise owned by a Mr. Leach of Lowell, Mass.
purchased Harrison Chief and Allen Bash
C. W. Morse of Bangor held an auction
ford, whilst Raymond has become the orop
of horses at his stable.Saturday 16th. There
erty of Captain Martin, and Billy Harkawere sixteen sold. Some jplugs, saddlers,
way that of Mr. M. C. Webb. There re
drivers aud heavy western hories were dis
mains therefore now at Billeton Park Farm
posed of at low prices. He will hold snether
but Victor Hugo, by Barney Wilkes, ou$
auction sale on Saturday April 80.
of a daughter of Kentucky Chief, and For
Gilman Buck of Jay Me., has sold the
est Denmark, by Pilot Denmark, out of
chestnut mare Belle. 6 years old, by AlMaud, waiting fora purchaser. This in
brino, dam by Hinds Knox, to George W.
creased number of trotting stallions placed
Ward of Deering, Me., for a good price.
at the disposal of English breeders will, it
is hoped, facililate tbe creating of an
TO THE MANUFACTURERS AND PRO English trotting Derby before many years,
DUCERS OF MAINE.
aa well as disseminate a more thorough
I am now ready to receive applications for
space for exhibits at the World’s Columbian knowledge of the trottir g horse of America
Exposition, to be held at Chicago from May in foreign land^
1. to October 31, 1893.
Application mint be
On Monday, May 9th, the Spirit of the
filed before July 1st, and should be filed at
once. There will be no charge for space. Re Times will begin the publication of a da lv
turn frieght free. Exhibitois are required to edition, devoted to all reputable sports and
p’ace their exhibits in position but are not re
An Only Daughter
quired to furnish attendants. All exhibitors the drama. Racing and trotting will be re
of manufactured goods, natural products and ported with unprecedented rarity of uneful
'
CURED OF CONSUMPTION.
live stock, (except such as are perishable.)must information concerning the past and future
be
ready for shipment Nov. 1892. For blank
When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H . James was experiment, application and further information, ad- ract s, records, pedigrees, and performances.
ing with the many herbs of Calcutta, he accident
ly made a preparation that cured his only child of
CHARLES P. MATTOCKS, Executive
Consumption. His child is now in this country,
enjoying the best of In alth. He has proved to Commissioner, Maine Bnard of World's Fair
Managers,
Portland, Maine.
apr25 2t
the world that Consumption can be positively and
permanently cured. The Doctor now gives this
recipe free, only asking two 2-cent stamps to pay
expenses. This herb also cu»es Night Sweats,
Nausea at the S omach, and will break un a fresh
cold in twenty-four hours. Address CRADDOCK
& CO., 1032 Race Street, Philadelphia, naming this
paper.
mar24 4w
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Middlebury, Vt , April 5, 1892.
Editor of the Turf Farm and Home',
Having been in Middlebury the pasi
ie
week, I will write you about some of the
[g
good ones I saw there. Mr. Milton Brooke

A HOME BANK

January 23, 1891.
Dr. Hand:—I used the sample
Teething Lotion you so kindly
sent me, and can safely say it will
do all you claim for it, and if the
rest of the remedies prove as good
as that I can say from the bottom
of my heart they are

A Blessing to Mothers.
I shall never be without them
in the house while T have ynu^’
children. My boy is now fifteen
months, and has ten teeth which
he has cut very easily by rubbing
his gums two or three times a day
with your Teething Lotion. The
Cough and Croup Medicine is
excellent.
—
We have hundreds ofunsolicited testimonials from
grateful mothers everywhere, and physicians* in.
dorsements, and will send them, and a little
Book, illustrated and full of sense and sugges
tions, to any one writing for them free, or if
Tour druggist has not Dr. Hand’s Teething
,otion or Dr. Hand's Colic Cure write us ana
we will cheerfully send you a sample bottlefree.

THEHAND MEDICINE COMPANY
439 and 431 Arch Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

For sale by W. A Robinson, Auburn,
Me., and Wakefield Bros.
feb3 t.f&hllt

W ANTPD SALESMAN. Salary and expenses
0(1111 LU from start; permanent place; good
chance for advancement; experience unnecessary;
outfit free; reliable stock; liberal treatment; con
trol of territory and sub-agents given the right
party; apply at once. Brown Brothers Company,
Nurserymen, Rochester, N. Y.
mar7-lm

Turf, Farm and Home,
------------ AND------------

Maine Horse Breeders Monthly.
Consolidated April 20th, 1892.
Published Weekly and entered at the Post
office at Auburn, Me., as second class
matter.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION PRICE FOR 1892.
$1.50 IN ADVANCE

J, W. THOMPSON, Editor.
Newspaper

Decisions.

1. Any person who takes a paper regularly

from the office—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2. if a persons orders his paper discontinued he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con
tinue to send it until payment is made and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken
from the office or not.
The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the office, or re
moving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of fraud.
TELEPHONE CALL, 14-3.

AUBURN, ME., THURSDAY, APR. 28.
Baby Woodlawn, by Woodlawn, he by
by F892---- SOMETHING NEW---- 1892.
Mr. D. M. Foster of Canton Point is3 Hero of Thorndale, by Thorndale. Woodid2 NEW
the owner of a mare called Maggie Frank• lawn’s dam Waterwitch, by Pilot,' Jr.
lin, who trotted several races last season1 Also,
IN MAINE
over half mils tracks, endiig with a recordITafo, for darK bay filly, with off bind
of 2.38 1-4. She is a good shaped, brownt foot white, foaled March 17th, 1892. Sire
mare, 15 1-4 hands high and recently Warrener 11764;
dam by Messenger
weighed, in full flesh, 985 pounds. This Wilkes, 2d dam by Dr. Franklin; 8d dam
Page 59, Vol. 7 Wallace,
,e<
—AND—
mare, probably, possesses as many genera by Hazard, 4th dam by Black Prince.
tions of real Maine blood as any mare in Owned by
Jthe State, on the maternal side. Her sire
E. H. Goudy
Grandson of Alcantara, 2.23 and Smugglar
was Dr. Franklin, by Gen Knox. As it West Bristol, Me.
2.15 1-4, and whose sire has a record, no tin
may be of interest to some of our readers
Nellie M,—brown filly with star, foaledj cup, one halLmile track ot 2.211-4 with public
trials of 2.15 and 16 and will go below 2.10 in
we will go back a little. In 1833 or ’34 Gen. June|1890. Sire Almont Withers, by Gen.
D. 1892; also his dam can show a 2.30 speed.
Commodore Barry, No. 6326, is one of the
John M. Eustis of Dixfieid bought the Withers; dam Nellmont, by Baymont
nt finest looking and acting grandsons ot the
n great Geo. Wilkes 2.22, ana Administrator,
horse Morgan Post Boy,for a parade horse, Chief 2919, 2d dam Calais Girl, by Gideon.
>.291-2 ever seen in Maine. Foaled in 184K,
for which the Morgan family was noted. Also
weighs 1060,15 1-2 and is a great stallion. His
stock is of the best, disposition perfect, no
Morgan Post Boy, or as he was sonetimes
Pet, bay colt, foaledjMay 2, 1890. Sire
re sulk or balk about him, perfectly sound, a
». perfect roadster with a great turn of- speed
called Morgan Caesar, stayed in Maine un Almont Withers, by Gen. Withers 1156;
’ and tranmits his qualities to his offsprings,
til 1842, during which time he sired Mac, 1dam Calais Girl, by Gideon. Also
and is a square gaited horse with fine knee
action.
one of the famous old time trotters, and as
Star Gazer, seal brown colt, with star
ir
Commodore Barry will stand every foremuch a wonder in his day, as the Maud S’s in
; forehead, foaled April 29, 1891. Sire,
B, noon for the season at the Hamlin Farm,
Waterville,
Me., three and one half miles
Jay-Eye-See’s and Arion’s of the present. Baymont Chief 2919, record 2.36 1-2, by
*y south on river road. Will be at the farm in
uj
the
afternoon
when notified beforehand. All
Withers 1157, trial 2.30 1-4; dam
He also got a chestnut mare that both paced General
<
Eatrons will receive free entertainment at my
Girl, by Gideon and Also.
and trotted, which was bred by Fairbanks Calais
<
ouse, andmares from a distance will be met
. at train or boat or anywhere within tpn mile-. ]
Sadie Boone, buy filly, foaled April,
Newton of Dixfield. Newton sold her to
b of home and kept six week at grass if necessire Fred Boone, by Daniel Boone;. sary, and returned by careful hands free of
Amos Childs of Canton Point, who bred 1891,
]
’ charge. Any mare sent to this farm will be .
Drew and Messenger. Alsog
from her a grey filly by Bush Messenger dam
c
served by the stallion ordered and no other.
Barry’s sire has many in the •
Dandy Girl, chestnut filly, with narrow
< Commodore
2d, a horse formerly owned by the late
* 2.30
list and his dam could trot in 2.50 as a
j
two-year-old:
stood
16 hands high and is the
white
strip
in
face
and
one
white
ankle,
1
I. L. Delano, a noted horseman of his
dam of much speed at the age of 12 years, and
May, 1891. Sire Baymont LChieff altogether
•
day
in this section
of the State. foaled
*
is a very fine idividual. Breeders
remember that “like begets like or
jshould
This gray
filly was
sold to the 2919, record 2.36 1-2; dam by King Philip,'• the
likeness of some ancestor” oftener the J
latter than the former, Also that this stallion J
late Daniel Foster of Canton Point, father by Gen. Knox; second dam, Drew.
is the same remove from the great Geo.
G. B. Pillsbury.
1Wilkes that the stallion conqueror Allerton
of D. M. Foster, and the descendants of
is,
and that t’$e Wilkes blood when from good
Unity,
Me,
this mare are owned in the family unlay.
individual is ,hecoih?ng blood.
Our books are filling every day with tine
This gray mare was bred to Rising Sun 429
mares.
Accidents and escapes will be strict,lv
OTTESTTONS AND lxxwlpw
t
and produced s brown filly, which in turn
guarded against, but all such at owner’s risk. ,
This stallion ought to stand at $50, but service
was bred to Bay State, a horse brought to
to
Having a valuable scallion of the Almontt I fees are coming down and Commodore
Maine by Marsh Stone of Jay Bridge. He
[e family,
fi
1 am interested to know the priaci*( Barry is placed where every man can use him.
was said to be by Vermont Black Hawk, pal facts as regards the performances of' TO WARRANT
~ $35.00i
the get of Almont, to date, as I want to
and we have never heard it disputed. The a(
advertise now, and give latest particulars, HARRY HILL TO WARRANT,
25.00,
result of this breeding was a uruwu mare
'e T
To keep posted I know one net ds the aid
standing, at maturity, neirly 16 hands highh of
ol just such an agent as yonr valuable
Seiwice fee due January 1,1893. For full par
paper.
g
and weighing about 1100 pounds. She was aa P
8
ticulars address, j '
J
A
nswer
—
Almont
was
foaled
in
1864
and
powerful roadster, and no road was too Iona
F. O. HAMLIN, Waterville, Me.
>
for her. Many stories are still told in this6 j died in 1884. He was by Alexander’s Ab- Or GEO. A. HILL, Springfield, Mass.
apr281t
Jr
vicinity of the wonderful trips this maree Ii dallah son of Hambletonian 10; his dam
wi
——————————————————————
used to make to Portland and Augusta, and(J |1 by Mambrino Chief; second dam by Pilot
other long distance drives. She producedd [, Jr. He had comparatively few well bred
mares, for proof of which we rtfei anyone
several foals, and among them the wellI rai
known brown mare Maggie Miller, who wasg to
t0 Gen. Withers’catalogues; was impotent
ias
campaigned several seasons in Maine, and >r
,r nearly so, for several years, yet he has
->8 in the 2.30 list; has 64 sons that have
made a record of 2.26 1-2 at Mystic Park. 08
ve fUT Bitg.. 'z? — of the---ar
Boston, November 3,1886. Maggie Millerr sired 174 trotters and 22 pacers, (the Year
was got by Harry Knux, 6211, also sire ofj. Book says, but how many pacers between
Billy I. 2.29 3-4, and Maud Elenah, 2.23 1-4, 2.25
2,2 aDd 2.30 it would take hours of reto find out, as the Year Book is
and had been bred before being trained to> search
8ea
Dr. Franklin, and produced Maggie Frank- silent on that point) and 36 daughters that
at
Cornish,
have produced 43 trotters and 3 pacers, (in
in
lin, the subject of this sketch.
2.25
*
*
*
*
2.2 or better.}

,r-

WILKES STALLIONS]

: Commodore Barry, No. 6326,
HARRV

HILL,

E COLT STAKES.

ee“ Ossipee Valley Union Agricnltnral Ass’ll
Me.

Another wonder has been discovered in
, AUGUST 30TH, 31ST, AND SEPT. 1ST, 2ND.
William McFarland, of Bridgton, N.
Maine—American Sportsman.. Oh, no. J.,
j,? has sold his young mare Gladys Wilkes
'
eg FOR
FOALS OF 1888 '89 '90 AND '91.
It was not discovered in Maine, for Maine to
t0 G.
( K. Moorehead, of Philadelphia, for
)T
people knew nothing about it until they $n
$1100. Gladys Wilkes is by Messenger
jt
The money added by the Association tolearned it from papers published out of the Wilkes,
vVil
i(j gether with entire stake and forfeit money
2.23, dam by Dr. Franklin; second
divided in the usual manner of 50, 25, 15
State.
Jan
dam by Robert Bonner, Jr. She was bredd «and
10 per cent, making the most desirable I
*
♦
♦
*
uby <I
S. F. Stetson of Sumner, Me., and was
(
lb Colt
Stake Race advertised in Maine t ds I
Many persons suppose that a so-called 80
^
sold to |William McFarland through thee 8season.
open gaited horse lands Iris hind feet far
The Society also offers five purses of
of A. T. Maxim of South Paris.
outs.de the forward feet. This is a mis- agency
a^ei
$200 eich and one of $300. for horses in
take. The open gaited horse describes the
M
Messrs. Briggs’ brood mare Modjeska,l, cclasses to be named later.
arc of a circle with his hind feet, but it will t|je
the dan of Grenadier (1) 2.48 1-4, pro.
Cornish is on the line of M C. R. R. and
be found that they land nearly in line with ,
the forward ones. It is not generally duced
duc< a fine bay colt by Messenger Wilkess ?horses and colts can be shipped direct from
home to State Fair Lewiston for the Fair
y
knowu but it is a factfcthata string stretched 2.23,
2.23 on Easter Sunday.
the week following. For entry blank with
over the tracks of a horse made while trot
full particulars address
ting at full speed, will touch every foot
CONSOLIDATION.
print, therefore as a straight line is the
J. c. AYER, Sec.
shortest distance between two poiLts, a line
B;
By an arrangement entered into betweer
trotter gets over the ground with the least the
Cornish, Me.
the Auburn Gazette Company, publisher!?
waste action, consequently with less exer- of M
Maine’s horse weekly, the Turf, Farm[ Entries of Colt Stakes closes May 16 1892 I ‘
tion to himself and should go faster and and
’ apr282t
and Home, and Mr. J. W. Thompson olf
stay longer than an open gaited trotter.
Cant
Canton, the publisher of the Maine HorseI
Wfi clip the above from the American B
Breeders
ree
’ Monthly, these journals will be
and issued hereafter from the Ga■------------------------- --- ----------II-------------------Trotter, which paper is excellent authority, ^united
ett
zette office.
<T. ZE3Z. MILES’S
but we must say that we cannoG fully agree
pt
The union of the two papers will give a
with the statement. If it is true, it upsets circu
circulation of over 6,000, wholly among peo
CELEBRATED
ple
all our preconceived ideas.
When the P
ie interested in the horse business. The
trotters begin to work we shall look into consolidated papers will be under the edi
torial charge of Mr. Thompson, editor of
the matter further. If this is a fact, why the
IV
the Monthly.
Destroys all insects on Horses.Doas &
should it not be generally known? What
Th
This
must prove a good arrangement. Cattle.
do the horsemen of Maine, who know the Consolidation of papers and {periodicals at
Knox stock well, and what a Knox-gaited this
0/th|time is preferable to the multiplication A VEGETABLE COMPOUND. WAR- c
of them.—Portland Press.
RANTED SAFE and RELIABLE.
horse was,say to the statement that a string

FLEA aiii LICE EXTERMINATOR

BucMlen's Arnica Salve.
stretched over their tracks would touch
The Bbst Salv> in the world for Cuts,
every foot print.
gruia
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum Fever.
*
♦
*
♦
Sores,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains
Corns
Coms, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively
NAMES [CLAIMEDouros
euros Piles, or no pay required. It is guaran
--------------teed bto give perfect satisfaction, or money
Nigbr—for dark bay colt, foaled March refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by U. H. Gsrrisb.
18th, 1892. Sire Warrener 11764; dam, ,„
145 Lisbon
Li
*45
Street, Lewiston.

Directions.—Rub well in with the hand.
Large buttles should be used at one applica
tlon on Horses and Cattle. Small bottles
sufficient for Dogs.
Small bottles 50 cts. Large bottles $1.00.
—MANUFACTURED ONLY BY—

H. S. MOOR & CO.,

352 Main Street, [Rockland, Maine

for

The Seer.

vLE,

TROTTING STOCK STALLION.

k

JSw

ROLFE BOY.

i

Record 2.37^ got in the first race he ever wat
atarted in. Rolfe Boy is a large bay liorie, stands
16>& hands high, and weighs 1300 pounds. Eoaled
July 7, 1883.
-J
" BJ
He was by Young Rolfe. No. 3517. record 2.21X»
sire of Nelson, 2.10, Aubine, 2.19X; Young Rolfe?
by Tom Rolfe, No. 300, rt cord, 2.33%, trial 2.23.
1st dam, Lincoln mare- by Ethan Allen, 43, rec
ord 2 25% in harness and 2.' 5 with running mate.
2d dam also called Lincoln mare by Matchless, s1
thoroughbred. 3d dam by Abdallah. J-'lL
Rolfe Bov was never worked to a track to any
extent. In 1889 at the Fail field trotting park he
trotted a half mile in 1.13 and the third quarter in
34% seconds, a 2.18 clip. At the third quarter
he struck a board nail which entered his foot 1%
inches. This caused him to stumble and he al
most fell but finished thr mile in 2.34.
Mr. A. F. Gerald of Fairheld, who is a goodI
Judge, said that had Rolfp Boy not met with this;
accident he would undoubtedly have 'rotted th<
mile in 2-25 or better. This was the fifth time
that Rolfe Boy had ever been hitched to a sulky.
The firs* colt that Rolfe Boy sired was sold foi
$600 when three years old. He has four colts three,
years old that are very speedy
The last sea'on that Rolfe Boy stood he servedi
88 mares ano shall get more this season.
I wish to sell Kolfe Boy because my health is
getting poor and I cannot attend to him.
I will sell him at a price that he will pay fo?
himself this season.

FOALED MARCH 26, 1885.

RACE RECORD—
REGULATION

2so^?t.

A

D’ARTHENAY FARM,

KRECORD

Maine’s Great Race
Stallion.

V assalboro,
4
L

A

FASTEST RACF RECORD FOR MAINE STALLIONS.
AT THREE YEARS.
AT FIVE YEARS.
AT SIX YEARS.

THREE-YEAR-OLD WINNER,
A FOUR-YEAR-OLD WINNER
A FIVE-YEAR-OLD WINNER,
A SSX-YEAR-OLD WINNER,

Sire of Lou Seer winner of the yearling race at New England Breeders’ Meeting last fall andI
holder of the Nev Engiand race record for yearlings.

i Sire. GEN. BENTON, 17 in the List

Dam ELECTIONEER, 101 in the List-

$IOO WARRANT.
CI n IU 11T Foaled May 19, 1890, sire of Sidney 2.193-4, 20 in the list at 10 years of age, [world’s re
OI U ii U I j cord,] sire of Frou Frou, yearling record 2.25 1 4, [world’s mark] and Fausta, yearling
2 22 3-4, (world’s mark. Dam bv Nutwood 2.18 3-4, greatest of living sires, sire of the dami
of Arion 2 19 3-4 at 2 years (world’s mark ) Second dam by Woodburn thoroughbred, son1
of Lexington, sire of Monarch 2.28 1-4, and dam of Emaline 2.17 1-2, third dam Bonnie Belle,
Williamson’s Belmont thoroughbred son American Boy, 4airth dam Liz Givens by Imp>
Langford, fifth dam Charlotte Pice by Sir Archy, sixth dam-oy Imp Restless, seventh dam
Green’s Celer mare by Celer. S50.00 TO WARRANT. Book full for 1892.

H, WESLEY HUTCHINS

Auburn,

Maine.

JVLaine.

------------------------------

9488,

YOUNG NELSON

Chestnut stallion 15 8-4 hand* high, weight 1030 pounds, foaled 1888; sire Melson
2.10, champion record on regulation track. 1st dim Elise, by Fearnaught Jr,, record
2.26, trial 2.16. 2d dam by Old Drew, 114. 3d dam by French Tiger, sire of the dams
of 4 in the 2.30 list.
Elise is the dam of Brenda, five-year-old record 2.3o, trial quarter in 35 seconds, half
in 1.11, also of Hilda, who won her last race as a four year-old on the Waterville halfmile track, (when scarcely recovered from distemper^ in three straight heats and geta record of 2.38 2 -2,
Mr. J. Haines drove her a half in 1.14 in her work.
Young
Nelson is full brother to these mares and in the winter of 1890 could trot as fast as
Brenda. From his breeding, conformation and speed, there is no doubt but he will be a
sire of trotters, combining beauty and docility with speed. His sire, Nelson, 2.10, stood
last season and will stand this at $750, but wishing to place the service of this grand
young horse, within reach of all he will make the season of 1892 at $50 the season, pay
able at time of first service by cash or satisfactory note, payable in twelve months with
six per cent interest. Mares not proving in foal, will have the usual return privilege in
1893, or money returned at my option.

ALSO I HAVE FOR SALE

A Three-year-old Stallion by
Rolfe Boy,

ROYAL PERCY 13018.

Stands 15-3 hands high, weighs 1030 pounds, bay,
dam by Honest John.

All communications should
be addressed to the owner

Black stallion
Foaled 1890. By Dictator Chief, 7606. Record 2.21 1-2. First
dam Brenda, 2.30, by Nelson, 2.10. Second dam Elise, by Fearnaught, Jr., 133. Third
dam, by Old Drew. 114. Fourth dam, by French Tiger, sire of the dams of 4 in the
2.30 list.
This royally bred young horse, blending the blood of Nelson 2.10, with that of
Dictator Chief, 2,21 1-2, and through him that of the great Dictator, son of Hambletonian 10, dam Clara, the dam of Dexter, by American Stir, with the Morgan cross of
Fearnaught, Jr., and the Drew cross of his 3d dam, makes that wonderful combination
that we find in the fastest and the g imest trotters that ever struck the American turf,
will be allowed a few approved marcs at $50 the season, terms the same as Young Nel
son.
febl8-17t

Paul Marshall,
WATERVILLE, ME.
febI85t

ELMWOOD FARM
Announcement, Season 1892.

GEM A RE, 134,
My Imported French
LOTHAIRE, 979. Coach Stallions (out of
the most noted trot
ting families in France) will make the season at Elmwood Farm, Poland. Maine
Terms: Service Fee, $50.00 (to war
rant) for use of either stallion.

To Get Size, Beauty
------Aisrr>-------

ARE YOU IN IT.
As positive proof that. I honestly believt
what I claim, tbit these horses, when bred
to sound native tunres of good famlies, wili
produce the “Genth man’s Ideal Roadhorse” (a type for which there is an enor
mous demand and no apparent supply), I
make tne following offei :—
Before breeding, I will bind myself tc
take the colt from any sound, well-bred
nrre at a fixed price which will show the
owner a handsome profit over and above
the cost of service, stipulating that the
mare shall be personably inspected at my
stable and the colt delivered to me at foui
months of age, or older, free from blemish
Quick action on your part is necessary, to
take advantage of this offer before the
service books are filled, as from neccessitj
I cannot continue it beyond that time.
For further particulars and catalogue
send to my address.
Respectfully yours,
'James S. Sanborn,
87 Broad Street, Boston.
P. S.—Will any other breeder in Maine
prove equal confidence iu the prepotency
of their stock by any such offer?
mar!72mew tf&h

Action with Uniformity
SEASON

HATHORN FARM
STALLIONS,
PITTSFIELD,

1892.

MOUNTAIN FARM
STALLON

EARLY BIRD, 7,771,

record 2.211-4 at for years, trial 2.16, last season,
tro ted three heats in one race better than 2.19;
trotted three last halves in 1.07, and last quarter
tn 32 seconds.
Sire, Jay Bird, dam by Harold, 2nd dam Sally B.
by Lever, son of of Lexington. In Early Bird we
have a son of Jay Bird, sire of the great Allerton by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian 10, dam Lady
2091-4, and from a mare by Harold, sire of Maud S, Fallis by Seeley’s American Star, 2nd dam by
2.08 34.
Long lsla» d Black Hawk.

PICKERING, 2.30,

We take pleasure in introducing to fthe breed
ers of Maine the stallion

BOSPHORUS,
Limited to 25 Approved Mares.

Mahogany buy colt, foaled 1889, stands now 15.2
1-2, will be 15-3 or more and weigh 1150 pounds at
maturity.
Bosphorus we regard as one of the most finely
bred colts in New England,'and he looks his breed
ing. Possessed as he is of perfect limbs ano feet
with a conformation to please the most critical,
we wish to call 1he attention of breeders generally
to this young son of Sultan and a daughter of
George Wilkes. Sultan, the ?ire ot Bosphorus,
has a record of 2 24 and has twenty-six perfor
mers in 2.30 or better, among them Stamboul 2.11
and Alcazar 2-20 1-2, both in the ranks of produc
ing sires, fhe sire of Sultan uas The Moor,
which has a good number in the list, among them
Beautiful Bells, classed among the greatest of
bre od mares. The Moor was by Clav, Pilot and
he by Cassius M. Clay Jr., sire of four in the list
and three producing sons, one of which, Harry
Clay 45, got the famous Green Mountain ’Maid,
with seven in the list, and has, also, the great sire,
Electioneer to her credit.
The dam of Bosphorus was by George Wilkes,
sire of such as Harry Wilkes 2.13 I 2, Gu' Wilkes
3 15 1-4 sire of Sable Wilkes [3] 2.18, which got
Freedom 2.29 3-4 and whose daughters have pro
duced such performers as Delmarch, 2.11 1-2,
Wilkesbrino. 2-23, All So 2.20 1 4, Butteifly 2.19 3-1
etThe second dam of Bosphorus g.vesa thorough
bred backing of the strongest, she being a daugh
ter of Yorick, son of Lexington.

$50.
MOUNTAINEER, 2.231,
hy Youug Rolfe 2.21%, dam Ink 2.36, by
Louis Napolean, 2nd dam by Drew Horse 114.

RESOLUTE, 2.261,

full brother to Pittsfield,

$25.00.

The two latter stallions both bear a strong
resemblance to their sire, who was the exact coun
terpart of Electioneer.

$i>O.

JUDGE ROLFE,3

—-

trial 2.45, by Rolfe 4082, by Young Ralfe, dam
Sunbeam by Gideon 145, second dam by Can
non Ball, 3rd dam by English Horse Pendegrass.

APPLETON,

$l5.00.

WABUN,

FOR SALE
Imported Norman draft stallion, Golc
Spray 2717, stands 17 hands and weighs 1725
is a very fine looking horse and a celebrated
prize winner, of grand disposition, his colt*
all command top prices.
*;Also the inbred Morgan stallion, BlacT
Lambert 2298, stands 15.3 and weighs 1175.
by Addison Lambert 2.27 out of Lady Alice
2 41, 2nd dam Young Highland Maid 2 36, bj
Ethan Allen. Lambert is a black in coIoj
unusually good looking, is sound and right ir
every way. His colts are not only good size
but of the kind that are sought after by the
general buyer. Both of the above stallion*
aie good goods and will be sold right. Write
for particulars to

'

BROOKSIDE FARM('TNEW.8LAS60W, N. S.

H. Townsend.
March 19, 1892mar24 2131

bv Imp. Tranby (thorough

1892

Public Tfixhibition. 2-15’1
$100 oo by t^e season« with free return the following year
if mare does not prove in foal.
(LIMITED TO 50 MARES )

$

by Nelson 2.10, dam by Sir Edwin, rby Ham-

SEASON

Bayard Wilkes 2.23 1-4

,$35.

G LEN A. RM 2.23 1-2.
by the season, with free return the following year if
mare does not prove in foal.
“B A. L B O Al.”

$50.00 Sire BAYARD WILKES 2.23 1-4, dam by GLENwarrant ARM 2.23 I_2- Second dam by HAMPTON, third
dam
by LEWISTON BOY 2.36,
EDMUND, 23K?
“H A. G E N.”
by Nelson 2.10, dam by Hiram Woodruff by
Jules Jurgenson 1681. trial 2.18%, second dam1 $15.00 Sire GLENARM, 2.23 1-2, dam VIDA BOONE by
Dr. Phipps mare by Drew Horse 114.
war‘r°ant DANIEL BOONE, 2.3! 3-4.

$1OO.

$50.

GLENFIELD,
by Greenfield, dam by Joe Hooker,

1892

by Lot.hair Jr. 2.30, dam by Daniel Lambert.

PITTSFIELD,
Vandal’s dum,
by Greenfield, son of Electioneer, dam Bell Thom bred).
son bv Dreadnaught, 2d dam by Gen. McLellan by
Old Drew.

$35.00.

H. J. BURR, Manager,
H. P. WHITNEY, Owner.
Springfield, Me.
Cambridge Me.

$75.

by Volunteer bv Hambletonian 10, second
TERMS, $50.00. let
dam Vistula by Imp. Scvthian, third dam,'

TOM D.,

Breed to Stallions that not only possess those qualities them
selves but inherit them from a long line of ancestors.
Such a stallion is the French Coach Stallion SAILLARD.
Imported from France in 1888, bred by M. Toulon of
France foaled 1884.
Got by the Government Stallion
URIEL, dam Volupa by Nolleval.
•
SAILLARD is a beautiful dark bay horse, 16 hands high
and weighing 1300 lbs., he combines substance with
finish, has the best of feet and legs, plenty of courage and
action and has trotted a full mile to saddle in three min
utes.
This elegant stallion will make the season of 1892 at the
stable of H. J. Burr Springfield Me.
To introduce the horse we have made the service only
S15 to warrant which is in the reach of all. ADDRESS,

FOR FULL PARTICULARS, BREEDING, ETC., SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO

C- IP.

CHICKERING, I

by Jesuit 2676, son of Onward, Dam Bell Thomson
by Pickering 2.30 dam Stanley’s Knox, sec
dam of Pittsfield and Tom D.
$25.00. ond dam by Trenton by George M. Patchen.

LEWISTON.

MAINE,
wed marl6-TF&H4m.

HI HENRY,

$25.
$25.00. ALBION,
Eirly Bird and Bosphorus sfand by the sea

by Dorchester 1671, by Dictator, dam full sister to
Bimo 3>27 1-4.

4^-ASK TOUR DEALER FOR HILL’S GOLDEN OIL AND TAKE NOTHING ELS^I

3.11a ^8BI

n.T.a

a.T.a^ s.T.aJ

son with the usual return privileges, others by by Nelson, 2.10, dam by Black Sultan, by
Gen. Knox, second dam by S. T. B.» Drew
the warrant.
We announce with much regret the death of Horse 114.
Greenfield, a great young son of the mighty
Electioneer, whose get for size, color and
style, were of such quality as to place him
TO INVESTIGATE THE MERITS OF THIS CELEBRATED HEALER.
high in favor among the breeders of Maine.
(JLTT“Cataloeue8 now ready.
1st—Because it is a soothing preparation, and a true Healeb. 2nd—It removes soreness al
Visitors are invited to examine the stock.
once. 3rd—It is the only safe, sure and harmless remedy on the market.
Address communications to
Hathorn Farm is situated about ten minutes’
walk from the railroad station. All mares
WORKS LIKE MjAGIC!
APPLETON WEBB, PROP., _
sent here taken to and from the cars by ex
Promptly Releiveing Pain And Inflammation, cures, Scratches Heals Flesh Wounds on
perienced and capable men.
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
We shall be pleased to send our new 1892
TF&Hlv
MAX
BEA^T.
catalogue to those addressing
Using it freely according to directions, should secure for HILL’S GOLDEN OIL, a perma
nent place in all Homes wheie Accidents are guarded against.
GEORGE CAMPBELL.
flpy We warrant every bottle.
’ Real Estate, Insurance and General Commission
Agent.
Loans
negotiated.
General
PROPRIETOR HATHORN STOCK FARM,
s Golden Oil
Manufacturers,
agents for the Standard Life and Accident
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
Fnsurance Company, of Detroit Michigan, 25
RFANKLIN. VT., AND ST. ARMAND, CANADA,
july28dtf&b
Lisbon Street Lewiston Me.
mar314t

Treasons Why it Will Pay

$25.

TJ

OB

DR. L N- DRAKE

Hill’

Co.,

By Onawa, byGoodwin’s Hambletonian; dam, Pruie E., (full sister to Lady Maud, 2.18J), by Gen. Knox;
2d dam, Fanny, known in Maine as Mocking Bird, by
Sabek, by Logan, son of Henry Clay. Pruie E. was
very fast. Samuel Jacobs drove her a mile in her 4year-old form in 2.21, and repeated in 2.22J; the next
winter he drove her a full mile on the ice in 2.131.
Lady Maud, 2.181, her full sister, was one of the speed
iest horses other day; shq got her mark of 2.181 at
Rochester, Aug. 17,1875, beating Judge Fullerton; at
that time there were but 8 horses whose reoords ex
celled or equaled hers. Their dam Mocking Bird, or
Fanny, was brought from York State, by Abner Bar
rows now of Dedham, and sold to Col. T. 8. Lang, of
Vassalboro.
Onawa, his sire, is one of the handsomest trotters
in New England; he has started in 113 races; got 72
first moneys, and failed but 4 limes to get a part of
purse. He has got his record of 2.221 twice in the 4th
neat of a race, and at 18 years is absolutely sound.

Sire, Goodwin’s Hambletonian, by Hambletonian, 10.
Dam, Bessie, by Sammy Blucher, by Black Blucher.
Onawa, Jr. is dark bay,black points,15-3 hands high
weighs 1050 lbs ; foaled July 1,1885. Record as 2-yearold : Avon 2d money at N. E. Fair, Worcester, Mass, in
a field of 12 starters; same fall at Myetic, won second
money and obtained a record ot 2.51J; gave an exhi
bition at Brockton, Mass., in 2.43, last quarter in 40
seconds, winning first prize over a field of 40 in his
class. Record at 3 yearR old: at Lawrence, July 4,
won first money against all starters in hi§ class; at
State Fair, Worcester,started in afield of 13 with 11th
position and finished third in 2.37J, and won 3d mon
ey; at N. E. Breeders’ Association, Sept.,1888, he start
ed in a field of 12, Tib position, and won 2d money in
2.321. II will be admitted that he had to contend with
the best trotting stock in the country.
Onawa, Jr., will be kept at owner’s stable, Oak St.,
Danvers. Terms, $25 bv season, or $50 return privi
lege, payable at time of service or approved note.

O. N. FERNALD, Danvers, Mass.

Elliots Horse
■

•

Agency

•
■
<Btoek for sale, No 1. Bay gelding 5 years-oli
15-3, 107A lbs. sound, kind, fearless, fust walker,
good roadster. A line looking horse, suited for
fight hitch or carry-all. One of the best general
purpose •horses, price $1.65.
Ending 5-yea-s-old very handsome
15 1>£, 1000 pounds. Sired by Dorchester, dhm by
son of Hampton. A fine young horse in every re
spect. Never dsed much. Ran out this season
rrice $175 .
•
Ray gelding 4 years-old, Hambletonian
and Knox 15-3, 1000 pounds, can beat a fifty gait,
a perfect beauty, cannot be out-styled. Also other
roads’ers, matched pairs, well bred mares in fotfi,
and Wilkes. Electioneer.and Nelson colts.
Horses boarded, mares bred when desired.

F. B. ELLIOT,
BOWDOINHAM,

.

.

MAINE.
«ept24

--------------------------- -------------------------------------

HOME, N. Y.

high, sired by Bayard Wilkes, and out of
his Franklin mare.

Rome,N. Y.. April 23. in looking over•
the horse interests in this city your corres-.
bondent was somewhat surprised at thej
number of good horses owned. Being de.
sirous of furnishlug intelligence that wouldI
be accurate and right in every respect, he•

Parlin & French of PhillipB. have sold
Claude Fisher, by Allectus, to paries near
Augusta, Me. Resorted price $1,300. They
also sold Bruno, three years old, by Alleetus, to S- O. Tarbox of Farmington, Me.
for Boston parties.

naturally turned to Mr. R M. Richardsoni
of Riverside Park as the Mussulman turnsi
towards Mecca, believing him to be thei
most certain fountain of knowlegde re•
garding whom to see and harness with in■
quisitive questionings of any one in the>

Mr. E. H. Barter of St. Stephen. N. B.,
bought recently at the Blanchard sale at
Concord, N. H., the brood mare Bessie
Bright, by John Bright; dam Roxie, by
Alexander’s Norman, sire of Lulu 2.15, and
May Queen 2.20.
The mare was shipped
to Lewiston, Me., to foal, and be bred to
Bayard Vilkes.
April 20th, 1892, she
dropped a filly by Stornaway, and will be
bred in due season.
Dr. E. Russell of Lewiston owne Vila
Boone by Daniel Boone ; dam by J. G. Morrill. 2.29. On the 18th inst she dropped a
colt by Bayard Wilkes, that stood 43 inchee
high or birth.
Landlord J. W. Withee of the Hotel
Atwood. Lewiston, sold and shipped, Tues
day, a fine matched pair of horses to W.H.
Brown, Peabody, Mass., for a good price
They Were seal brown, stood 15-3 hands,
and weighed 1025 pounds each.
Elmwood Park, South Norridgewock,
Me-, is out with the announcement of a
meeting July 4, into purses for 2.44, 2.39,
2.32 and 2.27. classes ; $550 in all- Also a
midsummer meeting Aug. 10 and 11, and a
fall meeting Oct. 12 and 13, at all of which
there will be liberal purses offered.
The Minnesota Horseman thinks that
“it is disappointing to look over the Year
Book and find no horse credited with a
pacer slower than 2.25.
A thing that
should not be. If 2.25 is the standard it
should not operate against a showing for
the sire.
Lelind Moore of Gardiner, Me., has
purchased of the Pine Tree Stock Farm
the bay colt Idol, two years old, by Arrival,
dam India, by Henry Mambrino. This colt
is considered one of the most promising of
Arrival’! get.
Mr. Henry F. Tilton, of Newport,
Me., has two foals dropped this spring by

city.
Announcing our errand we were shown the>
track and every explanation given as to itsi
recent improvements, and there is no deny•
ing the fact that the recovering and wideningr
of it, makes it the best and fastest track ini
central New York and I do not know but:
that I might be warranted in saying the best:
in the entire State. It is in excellent con1
dition and watched with jealous care by
Mr. Richardson who is a thorough horse
man h.mself and his acquaintance with
horsemen throughout the State renders him
capable of conducting the park in a manner
emminently satisfactory to its many patrons.
Together with his estimable wife they are
so courteous, kind, and attentive to the
welfare of those who avail themselves of
the privileges and advantages this track
and hotel provides them
He has a few
horses in training and some excellent stock
of his own more of which can be sa d later
on.
Following his advice we visited as many
as could be Been of tbos^ who are in posses
sion of horses worttiv of notice.
Ln A. S.
White’s barn at White’s Hotel, is the stal
lion Nixdorf. who has figured conspicuous
ly in many hotly contested races. He is bt Ing handled by an old experienced horse
man, Mr. Thompson S. Rogers, and will be
in condition to retain his reputation during
the summer races. Mr. White’s Independ-,1
ence Dan is being daily ’ driven b^ his
owner and is making an excellent record
for fine behavior as a gentleman’s road
horse.
J. C. Meredith has a daughter of the old
Rom in Chief, and also gelding son of
Otsego Chief, both of which give great
promise. C. M. Supplee, the veteran horse
man, now has a well bred stallion, and
owners of this horse’s colts feel great pride
in their prominent breeding.
Thi j b,orse is called Feek, and is by Gov.
Seymour, 1166, Seymonr by Volunteer, 55,,
Seymour’s dam by Socrates 487. Feek’sj

dam Unadilla Maid is by Dauntless 3158.
This horse without any special training hasB
shown a full mile to road cart in 2.36 andI
his action is especially fine. His oldestt
colt, a filly coming three years old, shows3
ability to go with good ones.
Isom Bristol’s mare has a record of bet.
ter than 2.30 and wiil be ready for trouble•
during the season.
In John D. Oxner’s stable were foundI
five good horses that had come through the;
winter under the tender care of Al Even-,
den, in fine shape. Mr. Oxner’s reputationj
is such that it goes without saying that he»
has made no mistake in his selecting any off
them.
L
F. O. Hamtin of Waterville, will stand
two Wilkes stallions for service, at the^old
Hamlin farm, 3 1-2 miles from the city.
’
One a grandson of Geo. Wilkes and the
other a grand son of Alcantara.

Eminence, 2.18 3-4, has a filly foal by
Nelson, 2.10. Her yearling foal by Am
bassador, 2.21 1-4, is so promising that she
will be bred back to that horse this year.

We trust that in the next Years Book’si
tables the 2 :25 nonsense about pacers will
be abandoned and the complete 2 :30 pac
ing lists be given. The omissions of the
pacers between 2 :25 and 2 :30 is one of the |I
most annoying faults of this by no mesass
perfect book, and it compels a careful in‘
vestigator not only to keep for continual
reference the present Year Book and its(
predecessors, but a 2 30 pacing list for 1891
as well. There was no valid reason for’1,
the omission of pacers with records be-’ 1
tween 2 :25 and 2 :30 and an experienced
compiler would not for a moment have en
tertained the idea of introducing such aL
pernicious innovation into tue work..—•
Horseman.
True for you Brother McLeod. We
have said the same thing in different words,•
and will throw our influence in favor of a1
change in this, as we did against making a1
2.25 pacer a 2.30 trotter.

J. N- Eastman of Casco, was presentedI
with a very handsome dark bay filly withi
small spot of white in forehead, on Satur•
day last. The filly stands 38 1-2 inchesi

Action, the son of Harold, owned by Col.
W. G. Morrill of Pittsfield. One dropped
April 3, a bay filly; dam by Winthrop
Morrill, and the other dropped April 9, a

bay colt, dam by Gideon Knox, son of
Gideon.
COLT

STAKES

AGAIN.

I do not wish to weary the reader of the
paper with any further discussion of the
colt stake matter, but as he eviJetnly has
wrong idea of my sentiments on the matter,
when he eharges me with writing in favor
of the rich breeder and against the interests
of the small or poor breeder, I will merely
say that being a small and poor breeder
myat If, if not a trotter of colts, it was
farthest from my intentions to work against
the poor breeder.
But I do not see hoar it can benefit the
poor breeder to stir up a strike between the
rich and boor breeders.
For as I said before, the success of one
is so dependent upon the success of the
other, that neither one can afford to crowd
the other and both the poor and the rich
breeder are entitled co all the success that
thetr knowledge, their enterprise and their
money can honestly bring to them and all
who are breeding from any particular
trotting family should have, be they rich or
poor, an osportunitv to bring but and give
records to the best and fastest ones of the
family.
If a poor breeder owns and is breeding
from a son of Messenger Wilkes for in
stance, then his success in getting patrons
and in selling his colts will depend in a
measure on the success of the Messenger
Wilkes’s in Maine, and if a rich owner of a
member of the family like the Briggs,
should bring out a yearling of the same
blood that should get a record of 2.30, it
would benefit the poor breeder much more
than if the phenomenal colt had not been
entered, and one of his own had won in
3.30, a minute slower, so I say giye all an
equal chance to trot their fastest ones.
If Friend Gilman had read my article
carefully be would have seen that I agreed
with him in regard to having all the colts
entered for the breeders’ stakes named
when the first payment was made.
But in stallion produce stakes, I suggest
that the way of not naming the colt until
just before the time to start was as fair to
one as to another, for the reason that often
times the get of a stallion owned by a poor
breeder are as numerous as the get of the
rich man’s stud, and hence the poor owner
has as many to pick from.
Mr. Gilman refers to the article of March

17th, and evidently has the impression tha
I wrote it. In this he is mistaken as I had
nothing to do with the article at all.
While Friend Gilman classes himself as
one of the*poor breeders, I havfyet to learn
of his having being helped by the town.
But I have learned that he is a man of
means, enterprise, and abPity, and thoioughlv posted on* breeding, and a man that
is liable at any time to own a sensational
stallion, and to be counted among the rich
breeders, and should the highly probable
come to pass, and he being the owner of a
popular sire with a large number of the
horse’s get in his control, he Fwill feel as
bad as any one, if having named one of
them for the stallion produce stakes, when
the first payment K'S made, if he should dis
cover later on that the one ^he named can
not trot a bit, while another one not named
and which, by reason of the adoption of
his plan cannot be named, is a veritable
trotting wonder.
How he will wish jjhej naming had been
delayed until shortly^before the time to
start! __A. T. Maxim.

BRUNSWICK, MAINE.
The representative of the Turf, Farm
Home called at the stable of E. H.
Woodside ii Brunswick, and was shown
around. Of course the first to attract our
attention, was the well known trotter, Free
Trade, 2 24 1-4, made st Boston io 1890.
Free Trade is a horse of fine size, standing
15 3-4 hands, and will weigh 1050 pounds.
He is a model gentleman’s roadster, and
can beat his record, if not 2.20. He was
got by Smuggler Gift, son of Smuggler
2.15 1-4, and his dam was Prudence by
Plato, son of Gen. Knox. He is in the pink
of condition,and just right to put into train
ing. His legs are as smooth as when foaled.
Don Harbinger, by Harbinger, son of Al
mond, was now shown us. He is a golden
chestnut stallion. 16 hands high, and weighs
1100 pounds, with a star in forehead. Don
Harbinger, is a horse of size, substance,
and finish; has a clean, bony head; nise
back; full stifles, and the best of legs and
feet. He was foaled in 1888, and is out of
a mare by Black Sultan, son of Gen. Knox,
and his dam was Messenger. He is a fine
looking horse in the stable, and Mr. Wood
side tells us that he can go fast.
Besides the foregoing, Mr. Woodsid» ,
who is quite an extensive deahr, has on
hand several clean, sizable, likely, young
horses for sale, among which we noted the
following:
Sam, a chestnut gelding, six years old, i
with star and stripe on nose, and white i
•’ankle behind; stands 15 1*2 bauds high, and
weighs 1035 pounds. He is a nice looking
gelding,
and was sired by Harbinger, dam
1
1by Hartford*; a chestnut gelding, seven
yean old, stands 15 bands £ 1-2 inches high
jand weighs 1050 pouhds. He is by a son
<of Victor, 2.23, son of ^en. Knox, and out
<of a mare by ’ Winthrop Morrill. A straw,
jberry roan mare, five year* old, stands 16
hands high, and weighs 1100 pounds. She
j a good shaped mare, can show faet
it
1and was sired by Gideon, and out «»f
ta mare bv Plato, son of Con. Knox Tak^
the lot together they are as cleau aud de
sirable a lot of young horses, as one is
likely to find under the same roof
and

MERRILL

Cheatnut stallion, 16 hands high, weighs 1100
pounds. Foaled in 1889; sire Nelson 2.10,
champion record on repnlation track. First
dam Tinsmith Maid, by Watchmaker 2.31%,
trial 2.22%, by Winthrop Morrill (373) sire of
nine m the 2.30 list; second dam by King
Philip, he by Ethan Allen 2.25. Merrill is a
very strong and symmetrical colt, with a good
disposition. He has great courage and deep
bottom, as has been shown by his great race
as a yearling, which he won, getting a record
of 1.23% in the third heat, last quarter in 40
seconds. At the New England Breeders’
Meeting last Fall, he showed quarters in 37
seconds. I have decided to place the service
of this grand young stallion within the reach
ot all. He will make the season of 1892 at
$50 the season, payable at the time of first
service, by cash or satisfactory note. Mare’s
not proving m foal will have the usual re
turn privileges in 1893, or money refunded at
my option. I shall offer liberal premiums for
the best and fastest of his get. For further
particulars address

.

F. J. MERRILL,

DAMARISCOTTA. MAINE.
March 24, 1892.
•______ mrr34TFMtf

WORM CURE.
When your horses are troubled
worms and are out of condition try

with

FURBISH'S WORM POWDERS.
They are SAFE, SURE and RELIABLE
Horsemen speak highly of their merits.
One tin mired Tlollara is offered for a
case they will not cure.

Price $i.oo per pk’t.
Address-—

G. S. FURBISH,™

